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Child of the Universe
Presents an introduction to the game of soccer, in simple text with illustrations,
providing information on its rules, describing key techniques, presenting winning
drills, and offering tips for excelling at the game.

The Everything Kids' Money Book
When Eli and his father visit an unusual zoo, Eli keeps track of the numbers of
animals and soon sees there is a pattern that will predict how many creatures are
in the next exhibit. Includes an activity and facts about number sequences.

How to Be a Scientist
Keeping the kids entertained (without sticking them in front of the television) can
be quite the task. But with Kids' Backyard Activities and Games, you’ll find plenty
of ideas for activities you can all enjoy outside. This handy e-book will keep
everyone happy hands down!
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Disney Block
Presents scientific experiments that appear to be magic tricks.

The Wisdom of Crowds
"Explore the mystical power of the Force using quantum mechanics, find out how
much energy it would take for the Death Star or Starkiller Base to destroy a planet,
and discover how we can potentially create our very own lightsabers. Explore the
physics behind the world of Star Wars, with engaging topics and accessible
information that shows how we're closer than ever before to creating technology
from the galaxy far, far away--perfect for every Star Wars fan!"--

The Kitchen Pantry Scientist Chemistry for Kids
From our bestselling Everything® Kids’ series comes The Ultimate Everything®
Kids’ Books. Featuring hundreds of puzzles, jokes, recipes, and activities, these
books are sure to provide days of fun for any kid with some time—and a pencil!
The Ultimate Everything® Kids’ Fairy Tale Book will set kids off on a magical
journey through castles, forests, and stables in search of answers to crosswords,
mazes, hidden pictures, and more. Every fairy tale includes an exciting
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challenge—including
this one!
Science Arts
Perfect for fans of The Wonderful Things You Will Be and That's Me Loving You, this
picture book by a renowned astrophysicist is a lyrical meditation on the
preciousness of one child and the vastness of the universe. Just like the sun gives
shine to the moon, you light up the world beyond this room . . . You are grand and
marvelous, strong and mysterious. The history of the world is in your fingertips. A
lyrical meditation on the preciousness of one child and the vastness of the
universe, this gorgeously illustrated picture book shares the immensity of a
parent's love along with the message that we are all connected to the broader
cosmos in important and intimate ways. A perfect bedtime read-aloud, Child of the
Universe is a book to cherish forever. The author is an astrophysicist who has been
fascinated by the universe since he was a child. As a parent, he has developed a
new appreciation for the deep connections between billions of years of cosmic
evolution and this one tiny human.

I Can Be a Science Detective
Presents more than fifty science experiments to help readers unlock the mysteries
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of science and
"magic," including how to create invisible ink, how to make a person
stay seated with just using your pinky finger, and how to seal a punctured balloon
with a penny.

A Wrinkle in Time
The best-selling author of The God Delusion and the artist of such award-winning
graphic novels as Wizard and Glass address key scientific questions previously
explained by rich mythologies, from the evolution of the first humans and the life
cycle of stars to the principles of a rainbow and the origins of the universe.
150,000 first printing.

The Everything Kids' Science Experiments Book
Magora is about to fall to the hordes of ravenous Unfinished camped right beneath
its walls when Holly O'Flanigan returns to the parallel world for the fourth time. To
save the place they have come to love, Holly and her friends Brian, Rufus, and
Amanda risk everything on a perilous journey through the dark realm ruled by the
evil Duke of Cuspidor. There they find the hidden city of the Woodspeople and a
mysterious link to Holly's Grandpa Nikolas. When they return to the island of
Magora, Holly has some big questions to answer. Will she accept the power the
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High Councilor
Krah offers her? Can she find a way to defeat the Unfinished and
save Magora? And most of all, where does she really belong-in the real world or a
fantasy one? Holly is torn between the two, and as the surprises mount higher, and
an instructor is killed, Holly learns that nothing is what it seems, either in
Donkleywood or Magora.

The Physics of Star Wars
Learn physics, chemistry and biology in your own backyard! At-home science
provides an environment for freedom, creativity and invention that is not always
possible in a school setting. In your own backyard, it's simple, inexpensive, and fun
to whip up a number of amazing science experiments using the great outdoors.
Science can be found all around in nature. Backyard Science Lab for Kids offers 52
fun science activities for families to do together. The experiments can be used as
individual projects, for parties, or as educational activities for groups. Backyard
Science Lab for Kids will tempt families to learn about physics, chemistry and
biology in their backyards. Learn scientific survival skills and even take some
experiments to the playground! Many of the experiments are safe enough for
toddlers and exciting enough for older kids, so families can discover the joy of
science together.
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Physics for Men
A book about the most interesting thing on earth--you! What happens to food after
you eat it? Why is your blood red? How do your bones grow? Your body is an
amazing machine. Every second of the day and night--without you even knowing
it--your body is busily working to keep you running smoothly. When you think
about how complicated the human body is and how little goes wrong, it is really an
incredible feat! So how does your body do it all? The Everything Kids' Human Body
Book is the expert answer to all your questions--from the tips of your toes to the
top of your head, you will learn the hows and whys of the human body. Author
Sheri Amsel takes you on a journey through the body, with information on: The
muscles--from your biceps to your heart Your nerves and how they transmit
messages How your skin heals itself Bones, joints, and other things you shouldn't
break Blood, guts, and the circulation system How your body digests food (it's not
always pretty!) Why you need air and how breathing works With more than 30
different puzzles and games about the human body, plus information on how to
take care of your own body with good nutrition, exercise, and more, The
Everything Kids' Human Body Book is the ultimate way to learn how the body
works--inside and out!

Gross Science Experiments
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next book of the bestselling Abrams Block Book series! Disney's
classic animated films come to life in the latest title in the Abrams Block Book
series! Each magical spread showcases beloved characters and unforgettable
moments every fan should know, making this book perfect for the youngest Disney
fans as well as seasoned collectors. As in previous Block Book titles, this title will
include die-cut pages and the stylish art of British design team Peskimo.

The Everything Kids' Scratch Coding Book
A book about witches, wizards and magic that encourages reading and respect for
others and the natural world.

Janice VanCleave's 201 Awesome, Magical, Bizarre, &
Incredible Experiments
Spending time in the kitchen might be a chore for busy mums and dads, but kids
see the kitchen as a fun and exciting place to explore their creative sides.

The Everything Kids' Soccer Book
From saving for a new bike to investing their allowance online, kids get the "cents"
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they need with
this. Kids will also learn: How coins and bills are made. What money
can buy--from school supplies to fun and games. How credit cards work. Ways to
watch money grow--from savings to stocks. Cool financial technology. And more!
Saving money isn't about a piggy bank anymore. Today's kids are investing
money, starting their own small businesses, and watching their savings earn
interest. This book will teach kids all they need to know about the "green" they
earn so they can save or spend it wisely. This edition includes completely new
material on online banking, opening a bank account, and saving allowance.

The Everything Kids' Learning French Book
Janice VanCleave once again ignites children’s love for science in her all-new book
of fun experiments—featuring a fresh format, new experiments, and updated
content standards From everyone’s favorite science teacher comes Janice
VanCleave's Big Book of Science Experiments. This user-friendly book gets kids
excited about science with lively experiments designed to spark imaginations and
encourage science learning. Using a few handy supplies, you will have your
students exploring the wonders of science in no time. Simple step-by-step
instructions and color illustrations help you easily demonstrate the fundamental
concepts of astronomy, biology, chemistry, and more. Children will delight in
making their own slime and creating safe explosions as they learn important
science skills and processes. Author Janice VanCleave passionately believes that all
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learn science. She has helped millions of students experience the
magic and mystery of science with her time-tested, thoughtfully-designed
experiments. This book offers both new and classic activities that cover the four
dimensions of science—physical science, astronomy, Biology, and Earth
Science—and provide a strong foundation in science education for students to
build upon. An ideal resource for both classroom and homeschool environments,
this engaging book: Enables students to experience science firsthand and discuss
their observations Offers low-prep experiments that require simple, easily-obtained
supplies Presents a modern, full-color design that appeals to students Includes new
experiments, activities, and lessons Correlates to National Science Standards
Janice VanCleave's Big Book of Science Experiments is a must-have book for the
real-world classroom, as well as for any parent seeking to teach science to their
children.

Kids' Backyard Activities and Games
Fun exercises to help you learn français! Bonjour, mon ami! So, you want to learn
French but don't know where to start? Start ici, with The Everything Kids' Learning
French Book. Inside, you'll find simple exercises, fun facts, tips on pronunciation,
and popular phrases that enable you to read and speak French in no time at all.
You'll learn how to: Address your family ("Ma famille") and pets ("Mes animaux
familiers") Describe holidays and birthdays ("Fêtes et anniversaires") Ask "What
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time is it?" ("Quelle
dehors") Express your feelings ("Exprimer mes sentiments") Talk about school
("Mon école") and your classes ("Mes cours") Dozens of puzzles and activities--plus
an English-French Dictionary--make learning this exciting new language easy, fast,
and fun!

The Everything Kids' Easy Science Experiments Book
Packed with over 40 magical science tricks for kids using simple experiments! Join
comedian and author Steve Mould, #1 bestselling author of How to be a Scientist,
and learn the secrets behind some of the most famous magic tricks and illusions
(and learn some of your own). Learn how to bend water with a balloon, turn water
into juice, make a glass beaker disappear in oil, and wow your friends with
levitating tinsel! Packed with optical illusions, pranks, and fun facts, this book is a
must-have for any aspiring scientist or magician (the two aren't as different as you
might think)! Each trick is explained using step-by-step photographs, and the
science behind each one is showcased clearly and simply. Sprinkled throughout the
book are profiles of famous magicians and illusionists, such as Harry Houdini and
David Blaine, and stories of how they used science to create their most famous
tricks. Science is Magic is the perfect addition to any family bookshelf or
classroom, putting a fresh spin on science for kids. What's fantastic about this kids'
activity book is that many of the magic tricks or experiments are something you
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learn to perform
something kids will just do once and then turn the page. Think Magic Is Just An
Illusion? Think again! Discover science - REAL magic at your fingertips. Learn some
amazing experiments to wow your friends, find out how magicians use science in
their most famous tricks, and discover the magic of the world around you. Packed
with activities for kids from magic tricks to optical illusions, and peppered with
fascinating facts, this educational book is a must-have for scientists and magicians
alike. Added bonus, each 'trick' or experiment in the book uses simple items that
can be grabbed from home or a hardware store. Get ready to wow your friends
with some cool science-backed magic like: - Magnetic fingers - Reading minds Color changing potion - Guess the coin - Floating ping pong ball and much more!
Add other fun-filled Steve Mould titles in the DK collection to your bookshelves, like
How To Be A Scientist and The Bacteria Book.

The Everything Kids' Gross Cookbook
A collection of easy and entertaining home science experiments from the creator
of the popular "Mentos soda geyser" viral video.

Magical Science
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Paint a magical
world with stickers (including glitter stickers)! Paint by Sticker Kids:
Unicorns & Magic includes everything kids need to create ten vibrant images,
including unicorns, a dragon, a princess, and more. Step 1: Find the sticker. Step 2:
Peel the sticker. Step 3: Place the sticker. Add the next, and the next, and watch
your enchanting paintings come to life! All the pages are perforated, making it
easy to tear out each finished work to frame and share!

The Everything KIDS' Human Body Book
How the scientific study of magic reveals intriguing—and often unsettling—insights
into the mysteries of the human mind. What do we see when we watch a magician
pull a rabbit out of a hat or read a person's mind? We are captivated by an illusion;
we applaud the fact that we have been fooled. Why do we enjoy experiencing what
seems clearly impossible, or at least beyond our powers of explanation? In
Experiencing the Impossible, Gustav Kuhn examines the psychological processes
that underpin our experience of magic. Kuhn, a psychologist and a magician,
reveals the intriguing—and often unsettling—insights into the human mind that the
scientific study of magic provides. Magic, Kuhn explains, creates a cognitive
conflict between what we believe to be true (for example, a rabbit could not be in
that hat) and what we experience (a rabbit has just come out of that hat!). Drawing
on the latest psychological, neurological, and philosophical research, he suggests
that misdirection is at the heart of all magic tricks, and he offers a scientific theory
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thinking, the malleability of our perceptual experiences, forgetting and
misremembering, free will and mind control, and how magic is applied outside
entertaiment—the use of illusion in human-computer interaction, politics, warfare,
and elsewhere. We may be surprised to learn how little of the world we actually
perceive, how little we can trust what we see and remember, and how little we are
in charge of our thoughts and actions. Exploring magic, Kuhn illuminates the
complex—and almost magical—mechanisms underlying our daily activities.

The Everything Kids' Science Experiments Bundle [With 2
Paperbacks]
Kids love magic--and they also love making cool science projects. Now they can do
both at the same time with this guide that shows them how to bend the rules of
time, space, and logic by performing more than 50 magical and awe-inspiring
science experiments.

Science is Magic
Replicate a chemical reaction similar to one Marie Curie used to purify radioactive
elements! Distill perfume using a method created in ancient Mesopotamia by a
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woman named
Tapputi! Aspiring chemists will discover these and more amazing
role models and memorable experiments in Chemistry for Kids, the debut book of
The Kitchen Pantry Scientist series. This engaging guide offers a series of
snapshots of 25 scientists famous for their work with chemistry, from ancient
history through today. Each lab tells the story of a scientist along with some
background about the importance of their work, and a description of where it is still
being used or reflected in today’s world. A step-by-step illustrated experiment
paired with each story offers kids a hands-on opportunity for exploring concepts
the scientists pursued, or are working on today. Experiments range from very
simple projects using materials you probably already have on hand, to more
complicated ones that may require a few inexpensive items you can purchase
online. Just a few of the incredible people and scientific concepts you'll explore:
Galen (b. 129 AD) Make soap from soap base, oil, and citrus peels. Modern
application: medical disinfectants Joseph Priestly (b. 1733) Carbonate a beverage
using CO2 from yeast or baking soda and vinegar mixture. Modern application:
soda fountains Alessandra Volta (b. 1745) Make a battery using a series of lemons
and use it to light an LED. Modern application: car battery Tu Youyou (b. 1930)
Extract compounds from plants. Modern application: pharmaceuticals and
cosmetics People have been tinkering with chemistry for thousands of years.
Whether out of curiosity or by necessity, Homo sapiens have long loved to play
with fire: mixing and boiling concoctions to see what interesting, beautiful, and
useful amalgamations they could create. Early humans ground pigments to create
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for cave walls, and over the next 70 thousand years or so as
civilizations took hold around the globe, people learned to make better medicines
and discovered how to extract, mix, and smelt metals for cooking vessels,
weapons, and jewelry. Early chemists distilled perfume, made soap, and perfected
natural inks and dyes. Modern chemistry was born around 250 years ago, when
measurement, mathematics, and the scientific method were officially applied to
experimentation. In 1896, after the first draft of the periodic table was published,
scientists rushed to fill in the blanks. The elemental discoveries that followed gave
scientists the tools to visualize the building blocks of matter for the first time in
history, and they proceeded to deconstruct the atom. Since then, discovery has
accelerated at an unprecedented rate. At times, modern chemistry and its
creations have caused heartbreaking, unthinkable harm, but more often than not,
it makes our lives better. With this fascinating, hands-on exploration of the history
of chemistry, inspire the next generation of great scientists.

The Ultimate Everything Kids' Fairy Tale Book
Gives kids an opportunity to view science in a "magical" way -- by blending
scientific principles with magic.

Experiencing the Impossible
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Teach kids the
concepts of coding in easy-to-understand language and help them
develop games of their own with The Everything Kids’ Scratch Coding Book!
Understanding computer science is becoming a necessity in the modern age. As
our world shifts towards becoming increasingly more technical and automated, the
ability to code and understand computers has become one of the most valuable
skills any child can have on the road to a successful life. More and more schools
are recognizing this importance and have started to implement computer science
and coding as core elements in their curriculums, right alongside math and history.
The Everything Kids’ Scratch Coding Book helps children get a head start on this
new essential skill, with Scratch coding—a language designed by MIT specifically to
help a younger audience learn to code. In no time, children will learn basic coding
concepts, build fun games, and get a competitive edge on their classmates. This
book encourages children to think analytically and problem-solve, while helping
them develop an essential skill that will last them a lifetime.

The Book, the Wand, the Magic
Learn how to think like a scientist, look at the world in a brand-new way and have
tons of fun with science comedian Steve Mould's bold and playful kids science
book. Supporting STEM and STEAM education initiatives, How to be a Scientist will
inspire kids to ask questions, do activities, think creatively, and discover amazing
fun facts! A firm favorite in classrooms and homes alike, this science book for kids
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40 fun questions, experiments, games, and real-life scenarios that make scientific
concepts fun and relevant, it's not hard to see why! Simple activities with
undetermined answers encourage curious young readers to find new ways to test
ideas. The stories of the great scientists and their discoveries (and failures) are
told in an entertaining way to provide even further inspiration for budding young
scientists. This educational book has the amazing ability to cover a wide range of
ages, so if your children have an age gap this is a fantastic way to get them to
engage with each other in a fun and educational way. It is informative, colorful,
well written and draws you into its pages with an insatiable appetite for the simpler
facts of science. Most of the home science experiments for kids are easy to do with
items most people already have around the house, making it super easy to go from
idea to execution. Explore, Investigate And Test Your Ideas! Discover the skills it
takes to become a scientist. Being a scientist isn't just about wearing a white coat
and doing experiments in a lab. It's about exploring, investigating, testing and
figuring out how things work. How To Be A Scientist is packed with fun activities
and projects that let you answer lots of tricky questions and help to explain the
world around you. This kid's educational book challenges children to think for
themselves and covers topics like: - Weather, making a tornado, the water cycle,
how to make a compass - Energy, hot air balloons, electricity, Newton and Einstein
- The solar system, making a sundial, creating your own sunrise, phases of the
moon How to be a Scientist (Careers for Kids) is one of four fantastic books in the
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Good at Math, andHow to Make a Better World. Official reviews include:
International Literacy Association's Children's Choices 2018 Reading List "Readers
will be inspired to learn more about how to think and act like these famous
scientists while uncovering deep scientific knowledge they can apply through funfilled science projects." Minnesota Parent "This mix of classic and unusual science
anecdotes and experiments is just the thing for budding STEM/STEAM fans,
including tips for learning how to think and act like a scientist with fun activities
and simple scientific explanations of biology, anatomy, physics, astronomy,
chemistry and more."

Fibonacci Zoo
DIVAt-home science provides an environment for freedom, creativity and invention
that is not always possible in a school setting. In your own kitchen, it’s simple,
inexpensive, and fun to whip up a number of amazing science experiments using
everyday ingredients./divDIV /divDIVScience can be as easy as baking. Hands-On
Family: Kitchen Science Lab for Kids offers 52 fun science activities for families to
do together. The experiments can be used as individual projects, for parties, or as
educational activities groups./divDIV /divKitchen Science Lab for Kids will tempt
families to cook up some physics, chemistry and biology in their own kitchens and
back yards. Many of the experiments are safe enough for toddlers and exciting
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enough for older
The Magnificent Makers #1: How to Test a Friendship
Why is the sky blue? What makes a balloon float? Why can't I see in the dark? You
can discover the answers to these questions and more with The Everything Kids'
Easy Science Experiments Book. Using easy-to-find household materials like soda
bottles and flashlights, you can build bubbles, create plastic--even make raisins
dance! All of the experiments are kid-tested and educational--but more
importantly, they're tons of fun! These quick and easy experiments help you to:
Explore your five senses. Discover density and sound. Delve into seasons, life
cycles, and weather. Investigate electricity and light. Study the solar system and
landforms. Examine matter and acids/bases. This is the perfect book for a rainy
Saturday, a lazy vacation day, or even after school. You'll have so much fun
conducting the experiments, you'll forget that you're actually learning about
science!

The Magic of Reality
SPECIAL SHRINKWRAPPED BUNDLE! Science has never been so easy-or so much
fun! With the The Everything Kids' Science Experiments Bundle, all kids need to do
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is gather a few
household items and recreate dozens of mind-blowing, kid-tested
science experiments. They will have so much fun conducting the quick and easy
experiments, they'll forget that they're actually learning about science! Why is the
sky blue? What makes a balloon float? Kids can discover the answers to these
questions and more with The Everything Kids' Easy Science Experiments Book.
Using easy-to-find household materials like soda bottles and flashlights, kids can
build bubbles, create plastic--even make raisins dance! With The Everything Kids
Science Experiments Book, high school science teacher Tom Robinson shows kids
how to expand their scientific horizons--from biology to chemistry to physics to
outer space. Does your child want to make things disappear? Change salt to sugar?
Well, with The Everything Kids' Magical Science Experiments, he or she can do just
that-and more! Filled with science experiments that bend the rules of time, space,
and logic, this book shows kids how to unlock the mysteries of science and
"magic."

Kitchen Science Lab for Kids
Get ready to explore the world of science through art with these open-ended
experiments! Science Arts introduces the scientific magic of crystals, light,
constellations, plants, and more through creative art projects. Each of the more
than 100 hands-on projects is designed to help children discover essential science
topics through a creative process unique to each individual. Concepts include light
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teachers and parents with a diverse range of activities for making science creative,
fun and fascinating. The possibilities are wide open and endless!

The Everything Kids' Magical Science Experiments Book
How do honeybees find their way home? Why is Venus so hot? How can you
measure the speed of the wind? What makes a sound loud or soft? Discover the
awesome answers to these and other fascinating mysteries in biology, chemistry,
physics, earth science, and astronomy. Just try these 201 fun, safe, low-cost
experiments at home or in the classroom. You'll look through a drop of water to
find out how a magnifying lens works. Using a Styrofoam ball, a pencil, and a lamp,
you'll learn why the Moon appears and disappears. With just a jar and some ice
cubes, you can demonstrate how rain is formed. Each experiment includes an
illustration and easy to follow step-by-step instructions. This companion volume to
the enormously popular 200 Gooey, Slippery, Slimy, Weird, and Fun Experiments
brings together magical projects from Janice VanCleave's Science for Every Kid and
Spectacular Science Projects series--plus 40 all-new experiments that make
science come to life. Children Ages 8-12

Outdoor Science Lab for Kids
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Fun Experiments
smelly human bodies, there’s so much to explore with these excitingly icky
experiments. Learn about everything from food, bugs, germs and poop to all the
weird and wonderful things you’re made of. Taste and tear through a variety of
edible models of skin, blood and scabs. Rip open fake stomachs, create blood
baths and test your own body to see just how gross human beings can get. Don’t
stop there, though! Get your friends and family involved, and give them bath
bombs full of bugs or see how long it takes them to detect different smells from
across the room. There are so many ways to disgust and amuse those around you,
from smelly cow burps and slimy frogspawn to homemade poo launchers and
experiments that explode with fizzy juices. No matter which experiment you
choose, you’ll have fun being gross.

Science of the Magical
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores
a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in
delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular
culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence,
military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons
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for how we live
our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about
our world.

Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns & Magic
You think a real guy leaves everything up to chance? Don't count on it. It might
seem like his every action is unplanned and unintentional, but that's not the case.
Everything he does—from firing up the grill to avoiding taking out the trash—is
thoroughly calculated before he does it. It's not rocket science. It's guy physics.
This isn't the kind of physics they tried to teach you in school. While it does deal
with velocity and force and all that good stuff, you can apply it in real life and
really reap the rewards. Use it to beat your buddies on the court. Or you can use it
to get out of your chores. It even comes in handy when you're working an angle at
the bar. This guide proves a guy in motion will stay in motion—as long as that
motion is toward a recliner and with a beer.

The Everything Kids' Witches and Wizards Book
Do you have what it takes to be a science detective? Yes, of course you do - and
this action-packed book will prove it! Find the clues in a picture to catch a thief;
follow the instructions on the page to extract DNA from strawberries (yes, really!);
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learn all about
fingerprints; and doodle your own super-science crime lab! While
you're drawing, making, and playing, you'll be learning all kinds of exciting facts
and ideas about the world of S.T. E.M - science, technology, engineering, and
maths. This book supports the key stage 1 (KS1) and key stage 2 (KS2) curriculum
and is great for home learning. An awesome book for both boys and girls, aged 7+.

Janice VanCleave's Big Book of Science Experiments
"Can migrations of birds foretell our future? Do phases of the moon hold sway over
our lives? Are there sacred springs that cure the ill? What is the best way to brew a
love potion? How do we create mutant humans who regenerate like Wolverine? In
[this book], noted science journalist Matt Kaplan plumbs the rich, lively, and
surprising history of the magical objects, places, and rituals that infuse ancient and
contemporary myth"--Amazon.com.

Naked Eggs and Flying Potatoes
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and
stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had
come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the
arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly
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them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me
sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way,
there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know)
is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss
L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is
the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin
O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They
are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret
work for the government on the tesseract problem.

The Uprising
BOOM! SNAP! WHIZ! ZAP! The Magnificent Makers series is filled with science,
adventure, and characters that readers will love! Every book includes two science
activities kids can do at home! A modern-day Magic School Bus for chapter book
readers! Violet and Pablo are best friends who love science! So when they discover
a riddle that opens a magic portal in the Science Space at school, they can't wait to
check it out! Along with their new classmate, Deepak, the friends discover a
magical makerspace called the Maker Maze. It's a laboratory full of robots, 3D
printers, an antigravity chamber, and more. Doors line the walls of the
makerspace, with a new science adventure waiting behind each one. With the help
of a hilarious and odd scientist, the Magnificent Makers embark on out-of-this-world
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adventures that
school. This series will cover several scientific topics (at an age-appropriate level)
ranging from human biology to ecology, while also exploring issues such as
managing failure, teamwork, courage, and jealousy. Don't miss book #2: Brain
Trouble!

More Magical Science
Olivia believes in miracles, magic and fairy folk and always will. Her brother, Sam,
a temperamental, sceptical cynic doesn't and never will. But when a gust of wind in
her dad's old potting shed dislodges a wand and a hidden book that are positively
ancient, it writes itself. Then things get seriously strange for Olivia, her brother,
mother, father and friends as ghostly occurrences seem to be the order of the day.
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